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Technology Management Council and Engineering Management/Professional Communications Joint Chapter, 2008/9 Activity Report

(1) We have recently organised the following events.
[12-Nov-2008] Event, Anthony Bainbridge CEng FIET SMIEEE, So you want to be a consultant …,
[12-Nov-2008] Event, Professor Robert V. Kozinets, York University, Toronto, Canada, eTribal Business: The Online Community Revolution,

(2) We are organising/co-organising the following technical/professional events for members in the rest of 2009.
[14-Oct-2009] Event, Dr Luciano Ciravegna, Royal Holloway, University of London, Magna-Steyr and the outsourcing of car production by European automotive companies,
[30-Sep-2009] Event, Rajneesh Chowdhury, Senior Consultant with Pricewaterhouse Coopers, New Delhi, People-centered management systems for public health IT: proposed architectural framework for the case of India,

(3) The group is still unsure of the implications of the creation of the Technology Management Council from the Engineering Management Chapter. We intend to continue activities and coverage as before.

(4) Members of the group have been actively involved in co-organising the following conferences:
IEEM09 - Industrial Engineering and Engineering Management, Hong Kong, Dec.
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